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RENAULT INDIA TO HAVE AN EXCITING DISPLAY AT AUTO EXPO 2020 

 
To showcase complete India range with product and technological advancement strategies 

 
A dedicated ‘Electric Corner’ and global concepts highlighting Renault’s focus on Future Mobility  
 
The Renault Pavilion will also have several customer enaggement activities and performances which 
demonstrate the brand DNA – ‘Passion For Life’  

 
 
New Delhi, January 30, 2020: Renault, the number one European brand in India, will have an exciting 
display of 12 cars and 2 engines at the biennial Auto Expo 2020, which will be held at the India Expo Mart, 
Greater Noida from February 5-12, 2020. The Renault Pavilion will be in Hall No. 10; Stall- N3. 
 
The introduction of new products - Triber, Kwid and Duster, backed by a well calibrated business strategy, 
made Renault the only brand to grow in 2019, with a surge of 7.9%. Renault will showcase its complete 
India range and share its roadmap to keep developing its India product portfolio. This will be in the form of 
design, technological and strategic advancements, which are planned while keeping in mind evolving and 
discerning Indian customer needs.  
 
Being a global leader in electric vehicles, the Renault Pavilion will also have an exclusive ‘Electric Corner’ 
highlighting Renault’s focus on Future Mobility. This demonstrates Renault’s strong intentions to play a key 
role in the transformation of the Indian automotive industry. To this end, Renault will have a mix of production 
cars and global concepts including its F1 racing concept, highlighting Renault’s penchant for cutting-edge 
technology and breakthrough innovations.  
 
The Renault Pavilion will also host exciting customer-engagement activities and modern entertainment acts 
in its booth which will perfectly complement its contemporary designed Pavilion.  
 
 
ABOUT RENAULT  
 
Renault India Pvt. Ltd. is a fully owned subsidiary of Renault S.A.S. France. Renault India cars are manufactured in the 
manufacturing facility located in Oragadam, Chennai, with a capacity of 480,000 units per annum. Renault India also has 
a widespread presence of more than 370 sales and 450 service touchpoints, that include 257 service workshops and 
215 Workshop On Wheels locations across the country, with benchmark sales and service quality. 
 
Renault India’s product line up and services have seen strong recognition among customers and industry experts alike, 
winning more than 60 titles, making Renault India one of the most awarded automotive brands in a single year in India. 
The Renault KWID has already bagged 32 awards, including 10 ‘Car of the Year’ Awards. 
 
For Further information, please contact: 
Jatin Aggarwal           
Head - Public Affairs and Communication                        
Renault India Pvt. Ltd.                                                                            
jatin.aggarwal@renault.com; @RenaultIndiaPR; @RenaultIndia 
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